Different type of hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA integrants that may reflect the integration process.
Through analyses of HBV DNA integratns in human cellular DNA, we identified three different integrant types, each of which may reflect the process of primary integrant formation by the viral DNA. The first type, which we call "simple type" consists of integrants found in some hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC's). The structure of the viral genome is simple, and part of it is deleted. The viral cohesive end sequence appears at one of the viral-cellular DNA junctions, and integration has elicited a microdeletion in the target cellular DNA sequence. This structure suggests viral DNA replication intermediates as substrates for integration. Judging from its frequency in HCC, this type may represent the most preferred one, if not all, among the primary integration products. The second type, which we call "complex type" is essentially the same as the first type, except tht the viral genome structure is complex. We considered the possibility that they may have been produced via the same process, using preformed complex viral genomes such as "novel form DNA's" (Rogler and Summers, 1982) as substrates. In cultured fetal hepatocytes, integration of HBV DNA can occur only a few days after infection. Among such integrants, we found a third type integrant, having a simple viral genome, but having a larger cellular DNA deletion. We propose that different forms of viral DNA may be used as substrates in the integration process, and the process is characterized by its eliciting of deletions of different size in the target cellular DNA. The most preferred substrate may be the one producing the simple type integrants, and the most frequently occurring deletion in the target DNA may be the microdeletion.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)